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Best Lesbian Erotica Of The Year Volume 1
Ten years ago, Imogen slept with Antonia’s husband. The guilt is eating her alive. When she
confesses what she’s done, Antonia doesn’t take the news at all the way Imogen expects. In fact,
Antonia seems to think the best way for Imogen to absolve her sins would be to join her in the
bedroom…
Testing the boundaries of pleasure and pain . . . To be so full of longing you ache for release . . .
Coming to climax without a single touch. The fifth volume of the Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year
anthology series explores and expands on the very definition of eroticism with a diverse mix of
queer, non-binary, trans, and polyamorous #ownvoices that will have you quivering with delight and
wondering what more you can explore--no matter how you identify. More than just steamy sex
stories, this volume offers the quiet sexuality of emotional security, the overwhelming thrill of
discovering something new, and a tale for every taste--from vanilla to kink, to strap-ons and sodomy.
Now more than ever, it is crucial to see unique, underrepresented viewpoints across the literary
spectrum. Award-winning author and editor Sinclair Sexsmith delivers in an anthology that is both
tender and tantalizing, emotional and evocative.
Lesbian bondage and temperature play erotica from award-winning author Giselle Renarde. The
island will always be home to Jeanette. Every year, she returns from the city to spend Christmas with
Nanaate's family and Boxing Day in the sugar bush. Nanaate, Jeanette’s long-time friend and lover,
worries their annual tradition of bondage and temperature play might harm Jeanette's chance of
finding true love in the city. Jeanette knows their relationship transcends all earthly things, but if she
can't make Nanaate understand that, this year's visit could well be their last… Giselle Renarde’s
erotic fiction has appeared in such prestigious erotica collections as Best Bondage Erotica, Best
Women’s Erotica, and The Big Book of Bondage. In the new Best BDSM Erotica series, you can snap
up the award-winning author’s short fiction at a value price! Word Count: 5,500
Best Lesbian Erotica 2015 features the fiercest, freshest lesbian erotica of the year, curated by the
legendary Laura Antoniou, million-selling author of The Marteketplace series. These stories will make
you want to call your girl in the middle of the afternoon and tell her things that make her squirm.
Images of girlsex will take over your brain. Read these stories and you'll be compelled by sheer erotic
need.
Best Lesbian Erotica 2008
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Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year
Lesbian Cop Erotica
Girl Fever
A steamy collection of lesbian erotica includes sensual stories by Madeleine Oh, Peggy Munson, and Elaine Miller, among other
writers. Original.
The Best Lesbian Erotica series is back and sexier than ever! Helmed by one of the best dual erotica writers and editors in the
business, Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 1 collects the very best stories of femme desire, passion, and hot, lustful
sex in one incredible anthology. From tales of a lady's first time with another, to ones of experienced women taking charge in
the bedroom, to steamy bar hookups or love-making stemmed from long-held adoration, this collection of F/F narratives has
something for every reader.
When She Was Good journeys into the world of lesbian sex with uncommon, edgy stories that push lesbian lust and desire to
new heights. Edited by best-selling author Tristan Taormino and selected and introduced by the dynamic Sister Spit performer
Ali Liebegott, this latest edition of the best-selling lesbian erotica series in America is sensual, inventive, and breathtaking.
Best Women's Erotica 2008 delivers risky, romantic, heart-pounding thrills. Joyful, daring, and authentic, these 21 steamy
stories revel in erotic adventure, from the sparks between strangers to the knowing caresses of long-time lovers. In ''Penalty
Fare,'' a Londoner rides train after train without a valid ticket, until, on an early morning journey to Bristol she finds the
conductor who knows just how to punish her for trying to skip the fare. In ''Winter Heat,'' a woman finds that each year, the
winter's first snowfall reminds her of a cold night when she was 18 and the stranger who taught her that ''passion can be found
and shared in the most unusual of places.'' And in ''You Can Do Mine,'' Cline finally gets to try out her purple dildo and leather
harness with her new lover Leo, the first man to give the right answer when she tells him ''you can do mine if I can do yours.''
Best Lesbian Erotica 2015
Best Lesbian Erotica 2004
Cabernet Und Liebe
What Do Lesbians Do in Bed?
Best Lesbian Erotica 2013 is about the trembling pleasure of anticipation as much as the moment when sex actually happens.
Curated by Lammy nominee, Kathleen Warnock, Best Lesbian Erotica 2013 is as diverse as it is delectable- unlikely pairings
appear as do sizzling hot one-time encounters and well-developed characters in well-developed relationships. Lesbians meet,
sometimes fall in love, have a break up or two but always have lots of intensely great sex. Raw, romantic and always
unforgettable, Best Lesbian Erotica 2013 will test your erotic boundaries and take you over the edge and into a world where
fantasies become reality. Lesbian literary icon Jewelle Gomez (The Gilda Stories) returns to the series she helped put at the
forefront of erotica. Gomez, who selected the stories for the 1997 edition of Best Lesbian Erotica, has returned once again to
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pluck the jewels of the best lesbian erotica around. In the words of editor Kathleen Warnock, "expect the unexpected." In
"Cucumbers & Cream," by Helen Sandler, a butch finds herself hosting a burlesque show...not that she minds at all!Sometimes
you just want a stranger pushing you up against a fence, as in "Anonymous," by BD Swain.When one butch with a smartphone
spots another, it might be a momentous "Morning Commute" by Penny Gyokeres.
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 3 will prove to be yet another addition to this body-tingling series̶the gold standard
for erotic lesbian fiction. This year it journeys into the world of lesbian sex with unique and sometimes kinky stories that push
lesbian lust and desire to new heights of pleasure. Edited by award-winning editor Sacchi Green, this latest edition is sensual,
inventive, and utterly breathtaking.
Have you ever wondered what lesbians do when they get together? Is it all fingers and scissors and lips between legs, or is there
WAY more to the slippery story of lesbian sex? In this hot new anthology, enjoy twenty-one explicit tales of lesbian love. From
shoe fetish to opera gloves, sex in public to quiet winter mornings, even connoisseurs of fine girl-on-girl action are likely to
discover a new idea or two in this sexy new collection. Whether you can appreciate this book's title ironically or you're
authentically curious about what girls who love girls do in bed (or in parked cars or at the office or in a church basement or in a
restaurant bathroom), grab a copy today and get in on the nitty-gritty secrets of lesbian sex. Giselle Renarde's erotic fiction has
appeared in over 100 anthologies, including prestigious collections like Best Lesbian Erotica, Best Lesbian Romance, Best
Women's Erotica, Girl Fever, and the Lambda Award-winning collection Wild Girls, Wild Nights.
Selected and Introduced by Crystos
Best Lesbian Erotica 2013
The Sweetest Burn
Best Lesbian Erotica 2005
Erotic Stories
Schon seit ihrer Kindheit stellen die albernen Streiche ihres Bruders Annies Geduld auf eine harte Probe. Jakes neuester Streich
bringt das Fass endgultig zum Uberlaufen. Er hat sie zu einem Blind Date mit Drew Corbin uberredet - und dabei vergessen"
seiner heterosexuellen Schwester zu sagen, dass Drew eine Frau ist. Annie und Drew hecken einen Rachefeldzug aus und tun
so, als hatten sie sich Hals uber Kopf ineinander verliebt. Auf den ersten Blick haben die beiden nichts gemeinsam. Enttauscht
von ihrem bisherigen Liebesleben konzentriert sich Annie auf ihre Katze und ihre Karriere als Buchhalterin, wahrend die
selbstbewusste Drew ihre Zeit am liebsten mit ihrem Hund und der Arbeit in ihren geliebten Weinbergen verbringt. Anfanglich eint
sie nur der Wunsch, Jake endlich einen Denkzettel zu verpassen. Aber was als Streich beginnt, stellt rasch Annies und Drews
Leben auf den Kopf. Die Grenze zwischen Luge und Wirklichkeit verschwimmt immer mehr.
A sexy new collection for women who crave erotic restraint. Tristan Taormino presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink — tantalizing
tales rich in variety and saucy details of girls put in their place — and held there firmly. In Skian McGuire’s “Phoebe’s Undercover
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Bon Voyage,” a group of well-equipped tops indulge a friend’s cop fetish before she — a real cop — goes undercover. In Elaine
Miller’s “Fee Fie Foe Femme,” a girly-girl reaps a sweet punishment for refusing to mess up her raspberry pink lipstick. Whether
readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking control, Best Lesbian Bondage Erotica offers plenty of erotic inspiration.
A mysterious warrior at the Renaissance Faire. An elder reunited with a lost love. A bottom with chronic pain. A new play party for
a long-term couple. A fantasy speed-dating night. A dress-up doll. A femme gangbang... Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume
4 has it all! Written by a refreshing group of individuals of various genders and sexualities, this arousing anthology explores
identities and stories beyond the usual lesbian erotica. A diverse group of multi-talented authors explore a myriad of erotic
delights: from fruit to silk scarves to spanking to whips, from the cozy home to the leather dungeon to the wrong side of the tracks.
Award-winning editor Sinclair Sexsmith has put together a collection of varied sensual textures and flavors, but they all explore
what it feels like to step fully into one’s own power, and feel deeply into one’s own body.
Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Erotica in 2003 and 2004, Cleis’Best Lesbian Eroticaseries is the gold standard for erotic
lesbian fiction, and this year's collection is no exception.Best Lesbian Erotica 2009journeys into the world of hot women-on-women
action with edgy, unusual stories that push lesbian lust and desire to new heights. Edited by best-selling author Tristan Taormino
and selected and introduced by the noted author, playwright, and poet Joan Larkin, this latest edition of America’s most popular
lesbian erotica series is smart, sensual, inventive, and breathtaking. From threesomes to gender-bending to shedding one's
wholesome image to indulge in more visceral pursuits, the women in these stories reveal all their pleasures in memorable tales
that are both sexy and lyrical.
21 Sapphic Stories
Best Lesbian Erotica 2009
Janelle Reston's Best Lesbian Erotica
Best BDSM Erotica

Tristan Taormino, the biggest name in lesbian erotica, picks 22 tales of lesbian desire of searing heat. Lust, love, strip down, strap-on - it's all
here. As always, Taormino sets the standard for lesbian erotic writing. Contributors include Rakelle Valencia, Skian McGuire, Maria Helena
Dolan and Jean Roberta.
This collection of lesbian quickies satisfies on every level with stories from top-notch contributors that evoke the heat, the urgency and the
'gotta have it' moment of the quickie. There are long-time companions, one night stands, meet-cutes and meet-only-once stories to fuel
readers' fantasies. Sex in planes, trains, cars and roller coasters, carnival rides, elevators and ferries as well, all feature as locations for
insatiable lust that just cannot wait. Girl Fever will keep the reader's pulse racing from start until finish.
Hailed as "mesmerizing" by the Insight Out Bookclub, the world's largest LGBT reading group, Cleis' Best Lesbian Erotica is the standard
bearer for the genre. Kathleen Warnock has taken the series to new heights of ecstasy with the 2014 entry which is sensational, sensual as
well as being really smart smut. A Goldie nominated editor, Warnock collects stories from around the globe, giving this assemblage a fresh
sensibility and new points of view. But what really sets Best Lesbian Erotica 2014 apart, however, is the characters; each woman is written so
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real, you can almost feel the warmth of their bodies in the bed beside you. Evocative and erotic, this commanding collection holds readers
right to the very last page.
For readers who crave stories of uninhibited, unrepentant sex between women, Lesbian Lust delivers. This is real lesbian sex: sensual,
inventive, and nothing less than breathtaking. Butches abound, baby dykes learn important life lessons, femmes and fatales bring each other
to the brink. In "The Office Grind," by R. G. Emanuelle, a stressed-out businesswoman loses herself and her heart in the startling green eyes
of a sleek butch in a bar. The ultimate in eroticism, the relentless, raw stories of Lesbian Lust leave no fantasy is unfulfilled.
Best Lesbian Erotica 1996
Best Lesbian Erotica 2001
Lesbian Temperature Play Erotica
Best Lesbian Erotica 1999

Looking for the steamiest stories of female-on-female passion? You've found them! Best Lesbian Erotica of the
Year, Volume 2 is guaranteed to have your heart racing.
The sister release of Best Gay Erotica 2004, Best Lesbian Erotica 2004 is the ninth annual collection in Cleis's
successful series featuring the steamiest, most thought-provoking lesbian sex writing. This selection of the year's
finest erotica represents a wide range of styles and voices journeying into the world of lesbian sex with
uncommon, edgy stories that push lesbian lust and desire to new heights. This year's stories are selected by
award-winning author Michelle Tea, whose gritty, personal writing has earned her the accolade 'a modern day
Beat' - Publishers Weekly.
With a new, nationally known coeditor each year, Best Lesbian Eroticahas been acclaimed for its high literary
quality as much as for its "steamy, pulse-quickening sex and inspired plots" (Good Vibrations). The exceptional,
"erotic as hell" stories in Best of Best Lesbian Erotica 2 are from the second five years of the series. These stories
are untamed and unpredictable. They look for the edge of lesbian desire, and trace it in rich, believable detail.
Contributors include Cecilia Tan, MR Daniel, Cara Bruce, and Rachel Kramer Bussel.
Lusty and Fun Better set aside some "me time" once you have your hands on this award-winning collection of hot,
sheet-twisting erotic stories that will leave you squirming. With group sex, first times, exhibitionism, domination,
and toys, this 2015 Golden Crown Literary Society Award Winner (Erotica) has something for every lover of
lesbian erotica. These stories burn with details so vivid you'll swear you can see, hear, smell, taste, and feel the
women loving women within. Best Lesbian Erotica-it's the next best thing to being there.
Best of Best Lesbian Erotica 2
Lesbian Erotica
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 7
Best Lesbian Erotica
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Sex, adventure, and wild rides-some literal, some journeys of the mind and heart. There's
something for everyone here. How about a mechanical bull at a country-and-western bar in 1980s
Amsterdam? An army jeep in Vietnam in the 1960s? A Chinese pirate ship far out in the Pacific in
the 1930s? A hot air balloon soaring above post-Civil War Wyoming? These rides transport you
through time as well as space.In more contemporary settings, you can find pent-up passion behind
prison walls, a reunion of rivals in a steamy sauna, and a couple both wounded and bonded by
modern warfare. There's plenty of lust and banter, as well as mighty draft horses at a county
fair, and a visit with honeymooners in Paris with a fetish for gargoyles. Add a ghost story on a
Montana ranch, a lovely vampire in the Old West, the occasional dragon, a noir tale of sex,
life, and afterlife in New York City, and you'll find a variety of characters and settings with
a seamless merging of sex, romance, and narrative.Join Lambda winner Sacchi Green for a ride
through the second collection of her own work.
This is the fifth volume of the Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year anthology series, which
features representations of queer women, non-binary, and trans women’s sexuality that are not as
frequently seen—with ability, race, ethnicity, class, neuro-diversity, ace-spectrum, age,
religion, or other marginalized viewpoints. #Ownvoices stories are of importance to this volume.
The anthology is not limited to certain kinds of sex acts. “Vanilla,” BDSM, fetish, ace, and all
kinds of sensual and sexual expression make an appearance. There is no limit of sexual
identities: mommy, mistress, sir, puppy, girl, servant, etc.
Cleis Press' most lauded editor, Sacchi Green assumes the helm of one the most-heralded and bestselling series, Best Lesbian Erotica. This match made in book publishing heaven is also a fan
fave whose readers range from 18 to 80 and who can't get enough of the Lambda Award–winning
Sacchi Green's scorching hot stories of lesbian sex. From lust-at-first sight quickies to longtime companions, this voracious volume is the stuff of every woman's fantasy. With secret
desires, coming-out, and coming-of-age stories and deeper explorations of what Green describes
as "the fiercer shores of sex," Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 1 aims to please and
leave you satisfied.
»Die Muschelöffnerin«, ein fesselnder, vielschichtig-erotischer Liebesroman, spielt in der
viktorianischen (Halb-) Welt der wilden 1890er Jahre und erzählt von der schillernden Karriere
der Nancy Astley: Als Kind arbeitet sie als Muschelöffnerin im elterlichen Austernrestaurant an
der Küste von Kent. Zu ihren wenigen Vergnügungen zählen die Besuche in der Music Hall im
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nahegelegenen Canterbury. Dort sieht sie eines Tages die »Herrendarstellerin« Kitty Butler auf
der Bühne - und ist hingerissen! Die junge Künstlerin lässt sich auf Nancys verliebte
Schwärmerei ein und beginnt eine Liebesbeziehung mit ihr. Nancy folgt Kitty nach London. Bald
schon stehen die beiden als Duo in Männerkleidern auf der Bühne und feiern Triumphe ...
Wild Rides and Other Lesbian Erotic Adventures
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 5
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 6
Best Lesbian Bondage Erotica
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year, Volume 3 will prove to be yet another stellar addition to this body-tingling series--the gold standard for erotic
lesbian fiction. This year it journeys into the world of lesbian sex with unique and sometimes kinky stories that push lesbian lust and desire to
new heights of pleasure. Edited by award-winning editor Sacchi Green, this latest edition is sensual, inventive, and utterly breathtaking.
Hot Drinks Press is thrilled to present nine delectable stories of lesbian love and lust by Janelle Reston, the best-selling queen of Sapphic
eroticism. From first-time sexual experiences to the kinky exploits of experienced dommes, these scorching hot stories have something for
everyone.
Bondage erotica from award-winning author Giselle Renarde. Lucinda detests the sensation of viscous fluids dripping down her skin. Maybe
that's why Chef insists on tying her wrists and ankles as she kneels on the dining room table. For Chef, a recipe is never complete until it's
mixed with the salt and sweat and oils of Lucinda's skin. Today's sweet and savory sauce has Lucinda sweating more than usual. Mole
poblano, a Mexican chocolate chili concoction, would be enough to bring her to her knees... if she wasn't already down on them. As a bonus
feature, get a puppy play story, Housebroken, absolutely free! Giselle Renarde’s erotic fiction has appeared in such prestigious erotica
collections as Best Bondage Erotica, Best Women’s Erotica, and The Big Book of Bondage. In the new Best BDSM Erotica series, you can
snap up the award-winning author’s short fiction at a value price! Word Count: 3,700
What is it about lesbian cops that push all the right buttons? Sure, there's the uniform with handcuffs, gun, and billy club, and the confidence,
authority, and sense of danger. But there's something more that gives these uncompromising women their commanding, overwhelming
sexuality. The top-flight fiction writers tapped by Lambda Award-winning editor Sacchi Green in Women with Handcuffs capture that irresistible
force -- and channel it into fiercely erotic stories. Delilah Devlin's cops play their "Only Game in Town" in a Southern city that's small without
being small-minded. Elizabeth Coldwell's handcuffed stripper in "Torn Off a Strip" meets her match, while Lynn Mixon's witness protection
marshal finds (and gives) a "Healing Hand." If you like your policewomen on the case and under the sheets, the hotly subversive stories in
Women with Handcuffs are for you.
Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year 20th Anniversary Edition
Hot Lesbian Erotica
From Sweet to Spicy
Die Muschelöffnerin

Cleis Press' most lauded editor, Sacchi Green assumes the helm of one the most-heralded and best-selling series, Best
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Lesbian Erotica. This match made in book publishing heaven is also a fan fave whose readers range from 18 to 80 and
who can't get enough of the Lambda Award-winning Sacchi Green's scorching hot stories of lesbian sex. From lust-atfirst sight quickies to long-time companions, this voracious volume is the stuff of every woman's fantasy. With secret
desires, coming-out, and coming-of-age stories and deeper explorations of what Green describes as "the fiercer shores
of sex," Best Lesbian Erotica of the Year 20th Anniversary Edition aims to please and leave you satisfied.
Sugar Bush
Lesbian Lust
I Did You Wrong
When She Was Good
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